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FOUNDER'S MESSAGE: A DECADE OF JACARANDA

THE YEAR AHEAD...

I started Jacaranda Books in 2012 with the idea of bringing to light the kinds of brilliant
writers and stories that I knew were being written but were not being published. As we
grew and discovered evermore exquisite books and their authors, that idea grew into a
passion. Gradually, over the course of 10 challenge-filled but extremely satisfying years
(highlighted by extraordinary successes for Jacaranda itself as well as its authors) that
passion has become our purpose. Over the last decade, we have published more than
100 books, won major industry awards, and our authors have won or been nominated for
over 35 pre-eminent industry awards.

Ten years on, we are incredibly proud as a Black-owned independent publisher and
bookseller, to still be run from top to bottom by talented women of colour (and a few
friendly men) with our decade-old core aim — the promotion and celebration of inclusivity
and diversity in the publishing industry — still driving the changes that are so sorely
needed. 

In this celebratory year, we have a slate of truly inspiring titles. The ground-breaking A
Quick Ting On — the brain-child of our non-fiction editor Magdalene Abraha — is the first
non-fiction series to explore young Black British Culture. From Afrobeats and Grime to
Black British Business and the Black British Power Movement, each book in this series has
been written by an influential Black British voice and debut author. 

We're expanding our Children and Young Adult list with the release of Rachel Faturoti’s
Finding Folkshore and the second book in Cherie Dimaline's acclaimed The Marrow
Thieves series: Hunting by Stars. We also have some notable non-fiction titles which will
be published toward the end of the year: MANDEM sees Iggy LDN interrogate Black
manhood in the award-winning filmmaker's debut novel; whilst Reggae legend Tippa Irie’s
autobiography It’s Good to Have the Feeling You’re the Best is a powerful walk through
Tippa’s life: from a talented South London child to a Grammy Award-winning artist.

To cap off our decennary, we're ending the year with some special 10th Anniversary
Editions of our earliest titles: celebrating authors such as Anietie Isong (Radio Sunrise),
Jacqueline Shaw (Fashion Africa), and Irenosen Okojie (Butterfly Fish; Speak Gigantular).
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From Afrobeats and Grime to the Black British Power
Movement, plantain to Black fashion and hair, A
Quick Ting On explores the history and evolution of
Black culture in Britain.

A Quick Ting On was
created and commissioned
by young writer and
award-winning publisher
Magdalene Abraha, who
reached out to friends over
WhatsApp and persuaded
them to write a book. The
rest is history. 

GET TO KNOW:
A QUICK
TING ON

This ground-breaking nonfiction series of eight books
will be released from February 2022. Each title in the
series is written by a leading young Black British
voice: broadcaster and host of Channel 4’s How Not
To Be Racist, Chanté Joseph; award-winning theatre
and film producer and writer Tobi Kyeremateng;
award-winning entrepreneur Tskenya-Sarah Frazer;
and journalist and activist Franklyn Addo, among
others.



A QUICK
TING ON
AFROBEATS
CHRISTIAN ADOFO

Christian Adofo is an established writer,
cultural curator and forthcoming author. His
passion for writing looks at the intersection of
heritage and identity in Music and Culture
across the cultural landscape.

With feature articles across print, online and
media such as the Guardian, OkayAfrica and
Straight No Chaser + more, Christian is an
engaging and vibrant commentator
acknowledging seminal figures and
interviewing burgeoning talents across the
creative spectrum within the African diaspora.

With several appearances as a guest speaker
and host on BBC Radio, Worldwide FM and
NTS Radio discussing black identity and its
impact on culture in the UK and abroad since
2010, Christian is an experienced critic on the
nuances of the Black experience and how it
manifests creatively.

Afrobeats is a fast-growing genre, one
that has carved out a distinct and powerful
Black identity rooted within the African
continent.

A Quick Ting On Afrobeats chronicles the
social and cultural development of the
music genre, tracing its rich history from the
African continent all the way to the musical
centre of the Western world.

This exciting new book takes a unique look
at the music of the African diaspora and
their children, delving into how Afrobeats
and its sub-genres have provided new
articulations of Black identity and pride. It
remembers the Afrobeats pioneers and
memorable cultural moments, as well as
investigating the impact of African
migration, travel and modernisation on the
genre.
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Publication Date: February 24th
Subjects: Music & Genre / World Music /
History & Criticism / Music Industry
Binding: A-format Hardback
Extent: 175 pages
Price: £9.99
Rights: World

ISBN: 978-1-913090-51-7
eISBN: 978-1-913090-54-8



A QUICK
TING ON
PLANTAIN
RUI DA SILVA

Rui Da Silva/Rei  Sky is a creative practitioner,
working mainly across music writing,
performance, production and illustration. Born
in Lisbon, raised in London, Rui represents Sao
Tome E Principe at every opportunity.

A freelance journalist, creative practitioner
within the Decolonising Education group, and a
youth worker focusing on the social mobility of
young, working-class people, Rui has
collaborated with Caleb Femi, Zia Ahmed, Lex
Amor, Lionheartfelt, Latir Thakur, Sophia
Thakur, Bush Theatre, Westway Trust, Khidr
Collective, Young Hackney, the Barbican, Tate
Modern, Artsadmin and The Showroom. 

Rui is also the founder of AfroEats, a zine that
celebrates Afro-Caribbean home-cooks in
London. His campaign to crowdsource funds
for his mother’s university tuition was featured
in Vice, BuzzFeed and BBC Two’s Victoria
Derbyshire Show.

Recognised as one of the most beloved
fruits of the Black diaspora, Plantain
holds profound value within the cultures
and communities it is part of. A Quick
Ting On Plantain is a cultural insight into
the versatile fruit.

Through exploring the sentimental
meaning plantain has within Black
households and cultures alike, this book
reveals how food within the Black
community is an intimate marker of
identity and culture.

This concise and insightful book traces
the international history of Plantain, as
well as delving into the contemporary
issues surrounding the fruit —  such as
inflation, gentrification, and its social
media community.

A Quick Ting On Plantain is a celebratory
look at the intersection of food, people
and culture.

Publication Date: March 31st
Subjects: Food & Society / Cooking
Binding: A-format Hardback
Extent: 172 pages
Price: £9.99
Rights: World

ISBN: 978-1-913090-53-1
eISBN: 978-1-913090-56-2
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A QUICK
TING ON THE
BLACK GIRL
AFRO
ZAINAB KWAW-SWANZY

Zainab Kwaw-Swanzy is an award-winning
Senior Digital Product Manager (Vice President)
at Barclays, as well as Co-Chair of the Barclays
Black Professionals Forum (BPF), championing
diversity, inclusion and equality in the
workplace.

A mathematician and model, Zainab Kwaw-
Swanzy is part of the founding team of award-
winning gal-dem magazine, and a public
speaker regularly delivering talks and
presentations about defying stereotypes and
navigating spaces that lack diversity. In addition
to her writing appearing in gal-dem, she has
modelled for JD, Adidas, Vice and more.

Zainab recently won the Inclusion Champion
award for empowering young people and
making the workplace more inclusive for black
colleagues, was named a Black British Business
Awards Rising Star in Financial Services, and
placed number 10 in the Powerful Media Top
100 Future Leaders list for 2016/17.

Black Women's hair is a topic that has
been at the centre of contemporary
conversation for some time. This
informative book explores the rich
cultural history of Black Women's Afros,
weaving in anecdotal tales from Black
women along the way.

Exploring the ways in which Black
women's natural hair is often politicised
and judged, A Quick Ting On The Black
Girl Afro chronicles the ways in which the
styling of Black Women's hair has
influenced popular culture and intersected
with Black expression.

Complete with intimate interviews and
real-life stories about natural hair journeys
and the hunt for hair products, The Black
Girl Afro is a powerful exploration into the
Black Woman's Afro, celebrating the
versatility and diversity of Black women's
natural hair.
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Publication Date: April 14th
Subjects: Cosmetics, Hair & Beauty /
Health & Fitness
Binding: A-format Hardback
Extent: 172 pages
Price: £9.99
Rights: World

ISBN: 978-1-913090-59-3
eISBN: 978-1-913090-60-9



NEWS AT
NOON
ANIETIE ISONG

Dr Anietie Isong has worked as a
writer for some of the biggest
brands in the UK, Nigeria and the
Middle East. His first novel, Radio
Sunrise, won the 2018 McKitterick
Prize.

His collection of short stories,
Someone Like Me, published in
2020, won the first annual
Headlight Review Chapbook Prize
for Prose Fiction, administered by
Kennesaw State University,
Georgia.

Isong has spoken at the
Birmingham Literature Festival,
Marlborough Literature Festival,
Henley Literary Festival, among
other literary festivals. He holds a
PhD in New Media and Writing.

News at Noon is a humorous novel that
illuminates the role of news in a dysfunctional
society.

Who will be the next president of the Society of
Journalists in Lagos? Who is qualified to lead
the esteemed body of journalists and help
uphold professional ethics in the state?

Journalists in Lagos are preparing for their all-
important elections when a sick man flies in
from a neighbouring country. That man
becomes Nigeria's first Ebola Virus Disease
case—the index patient. Ifiok and his
colleagues must immediately tackle the spread
of the virus by raising awareness, sharing
information, and supporting the outreach
efforts of health workers. Unfortunately, they
also have to battle against hysteria,
misinformation and denial. Meanwhile, Ifiok has
managed to find himself caught between two
loves. Who would he choose? Would he bow to
family pressure, or would he follow his heart?
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Publication Date: May 19th
Subjects: Satirical Fiction / Social Issues /
Sense of Place / Humour
Binding: Demi Paperback
Price: £12.99
Rights: World (excluding Nigeria)

ISBN: 978-1-913090-82-1
eISBN: 978-1-913090-81-4



A QUICK TING
ON BLACK
BRITISH
BUSINESSES
TSKENYA- SARAH
FRAZER 

Tskenya-Sarah Frazer is an award-
winning business consultant and
owner of her eponymous footwear
brand, known for its non-gendered
marketing campaigns.

In 2018, she was awarded Young
Entrepreneur of the Year by the Black
Women in Business Awards, and her
business was featured in Vogue,
Guardian, Tatler, and Stylists among
others. The following year, she was
selected by the Department for
Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy and The Prince’s Trust to
mentor young British entrepreneurs
alongside the founder of Monzo.
Tskenya was also a Director of model
Leomie Anderson’s LappTheBrand
clothing line.

Day-to-day struggles, triumphant success
stories, and unique circumstances. A Quick
Ting On Black British Businesses takes you on
an informative journey through the history (and
future) of Black British entrepreneurship. 

With the powerful rise of Black British culture,
Black British entrepreneurship has rapidly
become a point of great conversation. This book
looks back on significant moments in Black
British entrepreneurship, exploring the struggles,
success and unique circumstances that face
Black British businesses.

Featuring brilliant interviews and first-hand
accounts, Black British Businesses  offers an
important insight into how one of Britain's most
influential communities continues to create
space in the world of business.
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Publication Date: June 16th
Subjects: Business & Economics / Biography
& Autobiography / 20th Century History /
Black History
Binding: A-format Hardback
Extent: 172 pages
Price: £9.99
Rights: World

ISBN: 978-1-913090-63-0
eISBN: 978-1-913090-64-7



A QUICK TING
ON THEATRE
SH*T
TOBY KYEREMATENG

Tobi Kyeremateng is a cultural producer specialising
in live performance, events, festivals and film —
creating experiences around socio-political activism,
community engagement, public spaces and artistic
collaboration, with a focus on audience engagement
and inclusion.

In 2017, she became Executive Producer (UP NEXT)
at Bush Theatre, responsible for conceptualising and
delivering BABYLON Festival, a week-long
celebration of Black and Brown peoples’ influences
on London culture. She also founded Black Ticket
Project in the same year, an initiative collaborating
with venues and organisations to distribute over 1500
free and discounted tickets to Black young people to
improve accessibility.

Tobi placed #99 on The Stage 100’s 2019 list of ‘The
most influential people in theatre and the performing
arts industry’, has been nominated as part of The
Dots’ ‘100 Changemakers’ and won the Stylist
Magazine’s ‘Remarkable Woman Award 2019’. She
was also in the Duke and Duchess' inaugural Black
History Month Next Generation Trailblazers, as well
as being included in ELLE Magazine's '10 Trailblazing
Women Changing The Future You Need To Know'
alongside Koffee, Holly Fischer, Celeste and
Margaret Busby. In 2020, she featured on the cover
of gal-dem as part of their Community Issue.

Combining elements of history, personal
anecdotes and interviews, alongside layers
of poetry and photography, A Quick Ting On
Theatre Sh*t explores the modern age of
Black British theatre, dissecting and
recontextualizing what we know it to be.

Storytelling and performance have been at
the centre of Black traditions for as long as
Black existence. From griots and underground
raves to protests and defiant speeches, Black
performance translates across time, space
and memory. In the UK, a growing genre of
contemporary Black British theatre takes
shape as a powerful hub of imagination and
creativity, which inspires Tobi Kyeremateng to
ask: What is theatre in the context of Black
expression?

Through unique and thorough assessment,
Kyeremateng captures the gripping dynamic
of Black expression through contemporary
Black British theatre culture from Yard Plays,
cultural activism, and Cabaret, all the way to
Notting Hill Carnival, Grime, raves, and friends
telling stories at the back of the top deck of a
bus.
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Official cover TBC.

Publication Date: June 16th
Subjects: Performing Arts / History &
Criticism / Theatre Studies
Binding: A-format Hardback
Extent: 172 pages
Price: £9.99
Rights: World

ISBN: 978-1-913090-57-9
eISBN: 978-1-913090-58-6



HUNTING BY
STARS
CHERIE DIMALINE

Meanwhile, out in the world, his found
family searches for him and dodges
new dangers — school Recruiters, a
blood cult, even the land itself. When
their paths finally collide, French must
decide how far he is willing to go —
and how many loved ones is he willing
to betray — in order to survive. 

Cherie Dimaline is a Métis author and
editor whose award-winning fiction
has been published and anthologized
internationally. Her first book, Red
Rooms, was published in 2007 and her
novel The Girl Who Grew a Galaxy was
released in 2013. In 2014, she was
named the Emerging Artist of the Year
at the Ontario Premier’s Award for
Excellence in the Arts, and became
the first Aboriginal Writer in Residence
for the Toronto Public Library. Her
book A Gentle Habit was published in
August 2016.

The thrilling follow-up to the bestselling, award-
winning novel The Marrow Thieves, Hunting by
Stars further explores a dystopian world where the
Indigenous people of North America are being
hunted for their bone marrow and ability to dream.

Years ago, when plague and natural disasters killed
millions of people, much of the world stopped
dreaming. Without dreams, people are haunted, sick,
mad, unable to rebuild. The government soon finds
that the Indigenous people of North America have
retained their dreams, an ability rumored to be
housed in the very marrow of their bones. Soon,
residential schools pop up and are re-opened across
the landscape to bring in the dreamers and harvest
their dreams. 
 
Seventeen-year-old French lost his family to the
schools and has spent the years since heading into
the north with his new “found family” — a group of
other dreamers, who like him, are trying to build and
thrive as a community. But then French wakes up in a
pitch-black room, locked in and alone for the first
time in years, and he knows immediately where he is
— and what it will take to get out. 
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Publication Date: July 7th
Subjects: Young Adult / Children's Fiction /
Science Fiction / Adventure Stories /
Dystopias & Utopias / Apocalyptic & Post-
Apocalyptic
Binding: B-format Paperback
Price: £8.99
Rights: UK, Europe & Commonwealth
(excluding Canada)

ISBN: 978-1-914344-07-7
eISBN: 978-1-914344-08-4



FINDING
FOLKSHORE
RACHEL FATUROTI

Rachel Faturoti is a YA and
children’s fiction writer,
freelance editor, and poet
with a passion for
broadening the scope of
authentic Black
representation in YA and
children’s fiction. She
believes it’s important for
readers to see themselves
represented well in stories.
Rachel’s favourite books are
Skellig, Coraline and A
Monster Calls. 

Fola Oduwole is your average teen,
with a head for numbers, an eye for
the camera, and a heart breaking over
her brother Deji’s cancer treatment.
The last thing she needs is more on
her plate. But when she’s transported
into Folkshore, a hidden part of
London, she finds her plate runneth
over. Trapped in this fairy-tale land,
Fola uncovers the local Assembly’s
deceptive ‘regeneration’ plans. Torn
between escaping and joining the
resistance, she must make a crucial
choice.

If she fails, the community she’s come
to love could be destroyed forever.
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Official cover TBC.

Publication Date: September 22nd
Subjects: Children's & Young Adult
Fiction / Fantasy & Magical Realism /
Coming of Age / Geography: London /
Romance, Love, Friendship / Black
History
Binding: B-format Paperback
Price: £8.99
Rights: World

ISBN: 978-1-913090-92-0
eISBN: 978-1-913090-93-7



A QUICK TING
ON THE BLACK
BRITISH POWER
MOVEMENT
CHANTÉ JOSEPH

Celebrating and chronicling the
fusion of social, political and
artistic elements within Black
British Activism, A Quick Ting On
The Black British Power Movement
provides an insightful look at how
Black British Power emerged and
has developed since.

When the Windrush generation
arrived in Britain, the concept of
'Black Britishness' or 'Black British
Culture' did not yet exist. Fast
forward to the present day, where a
distinct and influential Black British
identity exists. This concise and
informative book explores the crucial
topics within Black British History
and culture such as community
activism, protests, Notting Hill
Carnival, Black British Panthers,
Women of the movement, Mangrove
Nine and the Black British arts.

Chanté Joseph is a writer, social
commentator, host and social media
influencer. In addition to being named one of
the 24 most influential people under 24 in
Bristol, Chanté was the recipient of the
Alumni Association Award and the
prestigious Vice Chancellors Award.

Former editor and curator of Bristol’s first
ever Powerlist awards, and columnist at ELLE
UK and VICE, her writing frequently appears
in The Guardian, i, Noisey, Gal-dem, Crack
Magazine and more. In 2018, she wrote her
first ever cover story for Wonderland
Magazine interviewing musicians Chloe and
Hallee. She is regularly interviewed on BBC
Radio, BBC News, ITV, Channel 5 News
about her work and activism.

She is also the host of #HowNotToBeRacist
on Channel 4 and The Face Magazine's 'My
Public Me' Podcast.
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Official cover TBC.
Publication Date: September 29th
Subjects: Political Activism / British & Irish History / Black
Studies / Biography: Historical, Political and Military
Binding: A-format Hardback
Extent: 172 pages
Price: £9.99
Rights: World

ISBN: 978-1-913090-65-4
eISBN: 978-1-913090-66-1



A QUICK TING
ON BAMBOO
EARRINGS
SOPHIA TASSEW

British Street Fashion has a rich history.
Its trajectory from the streets onto
international catwalks has been fast and
heavily documented. A Quick Ting On
Bamboo Earrings will be the first book to
explore the politics of street fashion
staple that is bamboo earrings.

The gold hoop earring has been a
commanding symbol in many cultures
throughout history. Observing the shift in
how these earrings have now been
embraced by high fashion and large
brands, Sophia inspects the rich history
behind the iconic fashion accessory
highlighting their importance to young
Black girls growing up in Britain and
internationally. Looking at her own
personal relationship to bamboo earrings
and other Black girls alike, Bamboo
Earrings highlights these irresistible
fashion accessories' rise to fame, how
they have stood the test of time, and their
cultural importance.

Creative and plus-sized model Sophia Tassew
began writing about public affairs and popular
culture at seventeen, as part of the editorial
team at Live Magazine. While working as an art
director at advertising agency FCB Inferno,
Sophia created viral artworks which brought
together grime and film poster imagery. She has
curated multiple exhibitions championing young
artists while working as a creative at global
advertising agency, Ogilvy & Mather, brand
insider for ASOS, and in-house creative for Nike
London.

Sophia has gained a following online after being
vocal about representation in the media, body
positivity, and collaborations with brands and
campaigns. Sophia and her work encouraging
plus-size representation in the media has been
featured in publications such as Vogue, Dazed,
Saint Heron, Buzzfeed, Crack Magazine, The
Independent, BBC1XTRA, and VICE, as well as
appearing in the music video for Stormzy’s hit
single "Big For Your Boots". She is also the
founder of earring company Khula.
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Publication Date: September 29th
Subjects: Fashion & Society / Gender Studies /
History of Fashion / Black & Asian Studies /
Design: Fashion & Accessories / Social Science /
Beauty Industries
Binding: A-format Hardback
Extent: 172 pages
Price: £9.99
Rights: World

ISBN: 978-1-913090-61-6
eISBN: 978-1-913090-62-3



A QUICK TING
ON GRIME
FRANKLYN ADDO

A Quick Ting On Grime is a brilliant look at the
history, the present and the future of Grime
Music. Franklyn Addo writes beautifully about
this musical juggernaut that has taken over the
UK in recent years.

From the Bow estates to the charts, Addo
explores how this cultural phenomena has
reverberated throughout British society - all the
way from fashion to politics to language. Addo
documents the genre's cultural explosion and
how it became the voice of a generation. This
book provides phenomenal insight into the
captivating and electrifying genre that is Grime.

Franklyn Addo is a social commentator,
journalist, youth worker and rapper whose work
revolves around the promotion of social justice.
His biographical experiences of growing up in
(pre-gentrification) Hackney, where he
continues to reside, has led him to become
devoted to understanding the causes of issues
like serious youth violence and the
criminalisation of young people, as well as acting
to resolve them.

He has written articles for publications
including The Guardian, The Independent
and Sky News, and has been featured in
The New Yorker. His productions include
a short documentary on crime induced
trauma for BBC3 and a narrative about
the human consequences of inequality
for BBC Radio 4's Four Thought
programme. His main focus is working
directly with young people, in settings
ranging from schools and youth clubs to
prisons and hospitals. This latter setting
is where he is presently based, working
with young victims of stabbings,
shootings and other incidents of serious
violence.

In addition to journalism and youth work,
Franklyn creates and is deeply
passionate about urban music, believing
it to be an indispensable tool for reaching
young people and allowing them to
harness and reflect their own realities.
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Publication Date: September 29th
Subjects: Popular Music / Music History / Rap
& Hip-Hop / Reggae / Music Recording and
Reproduction / World Music / Music Criticism
Binding: A-format Hardback
Extent: 172 pages
Price: £9.99
Rights: World

ISBN: 978-1-913090-52-4
eISBN: 978-1-913090-55-5



EVERYTHING'S
TRASH, BUT
IT'S OKAY
PHOEBE ROBINSON

New York Times bestselling author and star of
2 Dope Queens Phoebe Robinson is back with
a new, hilarious, and timely essay collection on
gender, race, dating, and the dumpster fire
that is our world.

Wouldn't it be great if life came with
instructions? Of course, but like access to
Michael B. Jordan's house, none of us are
getting any. Thankfully, Phoebe Robinson is
ready to share everything she has experienced
to prove that if you can laugh at her topsy-turvy
life, you can laugh at your own.

Written in her trademark unfiltered and witty
style, Robinson's latest collection is a call to
arms. Outfitted with on-point pop culture
references, these essays tackle a wide range of
topics: giving feminism a tough-love talk on
intersectionality, telling society's beauty
standards to kick rocks, and calling foul on our
culture's obsession with work. Robinson also
gets personal, exploring money problems she's
hidden from her parents, how dating is mainly a
warmed-over bowl of hot mess, and definitely
most important, meeting Bono not once, but
twice.

She's struggled with being a woman with a
political mind and a woman with an ever-
changing jeans size. She knows about trash
because she sees it every day--and
because she's seen roughly one hundred
thousand hours of reality TV and zero hours
of Schindler's List.

With the intimate voice of a new best friend,
Everything's Trash, But It's Okay is a candid
perspective for a generation that has had
the rug pulled out from under it too many
times to count.

Phoebe Robinson is a stand-up comedian,
writer, producer, and actress. She is best
known as the co-creator and co-star of the
hit podcast and series of TV specials 2 Dope
Queens. Phoebe has also starred in the
movies Ibiza and What Men Want, and was
moderator on Michelle Obama’s
international Becoming book tour. More
recently, Phoebe launched Tiny Reparations,
a production company under ABC Signature,
whose first project is a talk show entitled
Doing the Most with Phoebe Robinson that
premiered April 2021 on Comedy Central.18

Publication Date: September 29th
Subjects: Humour Collections & Anthologies /
Autobiography: Arts & Entertainment / Sex &
Sexuality / Dating & Relationships
Binding: B-format Paperback
Price: £9.99
Rights: UK & Commonwealth

ISBN: 978-1-914344-01-5
eISBN: 978-1-914344-02-2



YOU CAN'T
TOUCH MY
HAIR
PHOEBE ROBINSON

A hilarious and timely essay collection
about race, gender, and pop culture
from comedy superstar and 2 Dope
Queens podcaster Phoebe Robinson.

Being a black woman in America means
contending with old prejudices and
fresh absurdities every day. Comedian
Phoebe Robinson has experienced her
fair share over the years: she’s been
unceremoniously relegated to the role
of “the black friend,” as if she is
somehow the authority on all things
racial; she’s been questioned about her
love of U2 and Billy Joel (“isn’t that…
white people music?”); she’s been
called “uppity” for having an opinion in
the workplace; she’s been followed
around stores by security guards; and
yes, people do ask her whether they
can touch her hair all. the. time. Now,
she’s ready to take these topics to the
page — and she’s going to make you
laugh as she’s doing it.

Using her trademark wit alongside pop-culture
references galore, Robinson explores everything
from why Lisa Bonet is “Queen. Bae. Jesus,” to
breaking down the terrible nature of casting calls, to
giving her less-than-traditional advice to the future
female president, and demanding that the NFL clean
up its act, all told in the same conversational voice
that launched her podcast, 2 Dope Queens, to the
top spot on iTunes. As personal as it is political, You
Can’t Touch My Hair examines our cultural climate
and skewers our biases with humour and heart,
announcing Robinson as a writer on the rise.

Phoebe Robinson is a stand-up comedian, writer,
producer, and actress. She is best known as the co-
creator and co-star of the hit podcast and series of
TV specials 2 Dope Queens. Phoebe has also
starred in the movies Ibiza and What Men Want, and
was moderator on Michelle Obama’s international
Becoming book tour. More recently, Phoebe
launched Tiny Reparations, a production company
under ABC Signature, whose first project is a talk
show entitled Doing the Most with Phoebe Robinson
that premiered April 2021 on Comedy Central.
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Publication Date: September 29th
Subjects: Humour Collections & Anthologies /
Autobiography: Arts & Entertainment /
Radio & Television Industry / Comedy &
Humour
Binding: B-format Paperback
Price: £9.99
Rights: UK & Commonwealth

ISBN: 978-1-913090-99-9
eISBN: 978-1-914344-00-8



MANDEM
IGGY LDN

What does it mean to be a
Black man in contemporary
Britain? This collection of
essays from key contemporary
thinkers and writers takes this
question as its thesis, and
attempts to break down some
existing stereotypes about
Black British manhood.

Across its examination,
MANDEM probes into the
importance of male role-
models, and the unique
relationship between mother
and son. It explores the sexual
pressure placed on young
heterosexual men, whilst asking
what contemporary Black
queerness looks like. 

Iggy London is an award-winning
filmmaker, artist and writer, whose work
touches upon themes of identity,
community, race and coming of age.
Known for his distinctive style and
telling gripping surreal stories, his work
crosses many mediums from film to
poetry. MANDEM is his debut novel.

Signed to the award-winning production
company, Iconoclast, he has directed
films for Nowness, Love Magazine, Nike
and Adidas to name a few. He is best
known for his short film, Velvet, which
went on to win Best Experimental Film at
the Thunderdance Cannes Film Festival.
Ranging from moving image to stills, his
eclectic work features the likes of Clara
Amfo, Flohio, Shaquille-Aaron Keith and
JNR Williams.

Iggy has been covered by the likes of i-
D, Highsnobiety, Hunger Magazine,
Dazed, The Guardian and many more. 
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Official cover TBC.

Publication Date: October 13th
Subjects: Non-Fiction / Essay Collection /
Masculinity / Blackness / Queerness / Trauma 
Binding: A-format Hardback
Price: £16.99
Rights: UK & Commonwealth English

ISBN: 978-1-913090-94-4
eISBN: 978-1-913090-95-1



LITTLE BIG
MAN
STANLEY J. BROWNE

The autobiography of actor
Stanley J. Browne, Little Big
Man tells their story on
growing up with a
schizophrenic mother.

Black and British, Stanley J.
Browne grew up in Hackney,
London with a schizophrenic
mother and with frequent trips
in the care system. This
childhood experience led him
to drugs and in and out of
detention centres and prisons
as a teenage and young adult.
Now as an adult, he is a
professionally trained actor
gracing the stage of numerous
theatres, including the Globe
Theatre. 

Stanley James Browne is an
actor from Hackney, East
London. The second of four
children, he grew up in a
Jamaican family against a
backdrop of poverty and racism
in 1970s Britain.

After a turbulent upbringing, he
trained at the Anna Scher
Theatre in North London, going
on to win the sole scholarship for
men at Mountview Acting
Academy in classical theatre. He
has performed Shakespeare’s
Othello, and also appears in film,
TV and theatre.

As well as an actor, Stanley is
also a singer songwriter and has
recorded an album.
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Official cover TBC.

Publication Date: October 13th
Subjects: Non-Fiction / Autobiography: Film &
Theatre / Dysfunctional Families / Social
Mobility / Addiction / Mental Health
Binding: Royal Hardback
Price: £16.99
Rights: World

ISBN: 978-1-913090-86-9
eISBN: 978-1-913090-87-6



IT'S GOOD
TO HAVE THE
FEELING
YOU'RE THE
BEST
TIPPA IRIE

It's Good to Have the Feeling You're
the Best is Tippa Irie's autobiography.
It will tell the musician's story, from
when he was a child and made his
first record until now, 55 years later.

Titled after his 1980s hit single, the
book will cover 35 years of Tippa's
prestigious career: from the first sign
of talent as a child in South London
and family members encouraging him
to enter local talent competitions, to
making his first record and becoming
the powerhouse and Reggae-scene
legend he is now. 

It's a story full of dreams, music and
hope but also the deep traumas and
tribulations that Tippa experienced
throughout his life, and how music
helped him to move forward. 

Tippa Irie is a Grammy Award nominated
reggae and dancehall artist, who has
worked with the Black Eyed Peas, UB40,
Maxi Priest and many others.

Tippa first came to notoriety in the '80s
with Saxon Sound System (as one of the
originators of UK fast-style toasting) and
his first international hit, Hello Darling, in
1987. He achieved Grammy success with
his song Hey Mama with the Black Eyed
Peas in 2004. 

To this day, Tippa continues to reinvent
himself and ventures into different
genres keeping his music fresh and
current to appeal to people of all ages.
He has a nonstop stream of new releases
and continues to headline some of the
largest Reggae shows in the world.
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Official cover TBC.

Publication Date: October 20th
Subjects: Non-Fiction / Autobiography: Music /
Reggae & Dancehall / Sense of Place: 1980s Britain /
Music Industry / Personal Journeys
Binding: Royal Hardback
Price: £16.99
Rights: World

ISBN: 978-1-913090-84-5
eISBN: 978-1-913090-85-2



BLACK HISTORY
WALKS
TONY WARNER

Walking tours that can be
self-walked or accompanied
with the official Black History
Walks tours;
An understanding of the way
Black history has shaped
modern British culture;
A connection with the African
roots of historic places in the
capital.

From Southwark to Westminster,
Black History Walks takes you
through historical sites
highlighting the embedded
history of Black Britons around
the city of London and its
fundamental links to Africa.

In this guide, you'll get:

Black History Walks is an essential
read for anyone wishing to
understand the history and culture
of one of the oldest and most
influential metropolis in the world.

Tony Warner is a management consultant
specialising in diversity, having spent several
years running workshops on institutional
racism. He has held diversity workshops for a
number of clients, including: Transport for
London, Cable and Wireless, Financial Times
and the Museum of London.

He has created community partnerships with,
and has lectured at, The Imperial War
Museum, National Portrait Gallery, Museum of
Docklands and the British Film Institute which
have all led to huge increases in minority
ethnic audiences. 

In 2007, Tony founded black history walking
tours in the St Pauls, Trafalgar Square,
Notting Hill, Soho and Elephant and Castle
areas. The walks are designed to uncover the
3,500 years of Black history in London and
are popular with locals and overseas
students. He has been featured on BBC, CNN,
Arise TV, Press TV, ITV, Chanel 4, The
Guardian and written and presented
documentaries for Teachers TV.
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Publication Date: October 27th
Subjects: Social & Cultural History / Travel /
History of Architecture / Sense of Place: London /
Museums & Tours / European History
Binding: B-format Paperback
Price: £16.99
Rights: World

ISBN: 978-1-913090-26-5
eISBN: 978-1-913090-46-3



BUTTERFLY FISH
IRENOSEN OKOJIE

FASHION
AFRICA
JACQUELINE SHAW

A fragile outsider living in London, Joy struggles
to pull the threads of her life back together after
her mother’s sudden death. As family secrets
come to light, she unearths the ties between her
mother, grandfather, the wife of the king, a
fearsome warrior, and a brass head’s pivotal
connection to them all.

A comprehensive guide to the designers,
materials, and sustainable practices
available on continental Africa. Fashion
Africa provides an excellent resource in
conjunction with the very vibrant growing
industry already in existence.
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978-1-914344-11-4

978-1-914344-20-6
Special Format Paperback

£14.99

Rights: World

Rights: World (excluding Nigeria, Kenya, US)

Winner of the 2016 Betty Trask Award

10TH ANNIVERSARY
EDITIONS

All decennial titles will be published on
17th November 2022. Unless specified
otherwise, they will retail at £10.99 in

B-format Paperback. Official covers are TBC.



RADIO
SUNRISE
ANIETIE ISONG

MY BEAUTIFUL
SHADOW
RADHIKA JHA

When Ifiok travels to his hometown to do a
documentary on some ex-militants’ apparent
redemption, a tragi-comic series of events will
make him realise he is unable to swim against
the tide of corruption. Radio Sunrise paints a
satirical portrait of (post) post-colonial
Nigeria.

A deeply absorbing novel about the “holes”
that suddenly appear in women’s lives, My
Beautiful Shadow is a powerful cautionary
tale about consumerism gone mad.
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978-1-914344-13-8

978-1-914344-17-6

Rights: UK, Ireland, and Commonwealth (excluding Canada
and Indian subcontinent)

Rights: World

Winner of the 2018 McKitterick Prize

10TH ANNIVERSARY
EDITIONS

All decennial titles will be published on
17th November 2022. Unless specified
otherwise, they will retail at £10.99 in

B-format Paperback. Official covers are TBC.



GLASS
PATRICK WILMOT

FROM PASTA
TO PIGFOOT
FRANCES MENSAH
WILLIAMS

A writer in self-imposed exile in London
receives a call from the Prime Minister of his
former Caribbean country, inviting him to
return to write his biography. Thrust into a
world of power and corruption, the loss of
a close friend propels him to make one
final, potentially cataclysmic decision that
will change everything.

Be swept away by sun, sea, self-love and a
delicious dollop of romance in this original,
multicultural romance novel set between
London and Ghana. Introducing your new,
favourite girl-next-door Faye Bonsu.
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978-1-914344-19-0

978‑1‑914344‑18‑3

Rights: World

Rights: World

10TH ANNIVERSARY
EDITIONS

All decennial titles will be published on
17th November 2022. Unless specified
otherwise, they will retail at £10.99 in

B-format Paperback. Official covers are TBC.



10TH ANNIVERSARY
EDITIONS

SATANS AND
SHAITANS
OBINNA UDENWE

NO MORE
HEROES
STEPHEN THOMPSON

Set against the backdrop of Nigeria’s
ongoing terrorism tensions and upcoming
elections, Satans and Shaitans is a
powerful story about love, politics, power,
religion, terrorism, and corruption.

July 7, 2005. Simon Weekes is travelling on
the London underground when the carriage is
wrecked by a massive bomb blast. Simon is
among the few to have escaped unharmed. In
the days following the bombing, he becomes
an overnight celebrity. The only thing is, he
doesn’t want all the attention. He has too
much to lose.
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978-1-914344-12-1

978-1-914344-24-4

Rights: World (excluding Nigeria)

Rights: World English

All decennial titles will be published on
17th November 2022. Unless specified
otherwise, they will retail at £10.99 in

B-format Paperback. Official covers are TBC.



SPEAK
GIGANTULAR
IRENOSEN OKOJIE

THE BLINK THAT
KILLED THE EYE
ANTHONY ANAXAGOROU

A startling debut short story collection from
the award-winning author of Butterfly
Fish. Sexy, serious and at times downright
disturbing, this brilliant debut collection
sizzles with originality.

A collection of short stories exploring the lives
of people who, whether through status, wealth,
gender or age, are rendered invisible by
society. All the stories in some form deal with
conflict, be it internal or external, and show the
characters’ struggle to regain some kind of
control or understanding over their lives.
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978‑1‑914344‑15‑2

978-1-914344-14-5

Rights: World (excluding Nigeria, Kenya, US)

Rights: World

Shortlisted for the 2017 Jhalak Prize

All decennial titles will be published on
17th November 2022. Unless specified
otherwise, they will retail at £10.99 in

B-format Paperback. Official covers are TBC.

10TH ANNIVERSARY
EDITIONS
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BREAKING THE
MAAFA CHAIN
ANNI DOMINGO

PLEASE DON'T SIT
ON MY BED IN YOUR

OUTSIDE CLOTHES
PHOEBE ROBINSON

PLEASANTVIEW
CELESTE MOHAMMED

Salimatu and her sister Fatmata are captured, sold
to slavers, renamed and split apart. Now Sarah
and Faith, will these once inseparable sisters
survive the traumas of their enslavement without
each other? Or are the burdens of the wicked
systems of slavery too much for their young hearts
to bear?

New York Times bestselling author, comedian,
actress, and producer Phoebe Robinson is back with
a new essay collection that is equal parts thoughtful,
hilarious, and sharp about human connection, race,

hair, travel, dating, Black excellence, and more.

Written in a combination of English and Trinidad
Creole, Pleasantview reveals the dark side of
the Caribbean dream — where poverty and
patriarchy savagely rule, and where love and
revenge often go hand in hand.

2021: HARDCOVER
HIGHLIGHTS

978-1-913090-76-0
£16.99

978-1-913090-96-8
£16.99

978-1-913090-89-0                               
£16.99

Below titles also available
in B-format Paperback
from September 2022.



RECENT
AWARD-WINNERS

LOTE
SHOLA VON REINHOLD

BAD LOVE
MAAME BLUE

Winner of the James Tait Black Prize 2021
Winner of the Republic of Consciousness Prize
2021
Longlisted for the Not the Booker Prize 2020

Winner of the Society of Authors'  Betty Trask
Award 2021
Shortlisted for the Betty Trask Prize 2021
Longlisted for the Not the Booker Prize 2020

ARE WE HOME
YET?
KATY MASSEY

Longlisted for the Portico Prize 2022
Shortlisted for the Jhalak Prize 2021
Distinguished Favourite (Race Relations)  at the
NYC Big Book Awards 2021
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978-1-913090-11-1
£8.99

978-1-913090-18-0
£8.99

978-1-913090-19-7
£8.99



FULL JACARANDA
BACKLIST
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9781913090678
£8.99

9781913090289
£8.99

9781909762817
£8.99

9781909762923
£8.99

9781913090081
£8.99

9781913090197
£8.99

9781909762756
£8.99

9781913090180
£8.99

9781913090715
£8.99

9781909762336
£14.99

9781913090760
£16.99

9781909762312
£7.99

9781909762299
£8.99

9781913090746
£16.99

9781913090708
£8.99

9781909762534
£8.99



9781913090210
£8.99

FULL JACARANDA
BACKLIST
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9781913090241
£8.99

9781909762350
£12.99

9781909762855
£12.99

9781909762008
£29.99

9781909762206
£7.99

9781909762275
£7.99

9781909762015
£10.99

9781909762732
£8.99

9781913090166
£8.99

9781909762947
£9.99

9781909762770
£8.99

9781913090043
£8.99

9781913090135
£8.99

9781913090227
£8.99

9781913090111
£8.99



FULL JACARANDA
BACKLIST
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9781913090258
£8.99

9781909762459
£7.99

9781909762473
£7.99

9781909762121
£7.99

9781909762398
£8.99

9781913090159
£8.99

9781909762657
£12.99

9781913090890
£16.99

9781913090968
£16.99

9781913090692
£8.99

9781909762435
£8.99

9781909762374
£8.99

9781909762572
£12.99

9781909762053
£8.99

9781909762633
£8.99

9781909762718
£8.99



FULL JACARANDA
BACKLIST
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9781913090203
£8.99

9781909762619
£9.99

9781909762046
£8.99

9781909762022
£12.99

9781909762244
£12.99

9781913090173
£8.99

9781909762831
£8.99

9781909762558
£9.99

9781909762596
£8.99

9781913090012
£8.99

9781913090128
£8.99 9781913090234

£8.99

9781913090104
£9.99

9781909762510
£7.99

9781913090791
£8.99

9781909762220
£8.99



FULL JACARANDA
BACKLIST
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9781909762954
£8.99

9781913090272
£8.99

9781913090098
£8.99

9781913090142
£8.99

9781909762978
£9.99

For full information on all titles, visit
www.jacarandabooksartmusic.co.uk
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